
SAS® Viya™ 3.3 Administration: 
Scheduling

Scheduling: Overview

The Scheduling page enables you to schedule jobs to run at a particular time or in response to a specific trigger. 
You can run a job immediately, or you can specify a time interval (from daily to yearly) to control when the job 
runs. You can also unschedule, delete, and view the properties of jobs.

Jobs that are available for scheduling are from these sources:

SAS Data Explorer
Creates jobs that you can schedule using SAS Environment Manager.

SAS Data Studio
Creates jobs that you can schedule using SAS Environment Manager.

SAS Visual Analytics
Creates jobs that are scheduled in SAS Visual Analytics. You can view and modify the schedules in SAS 
Environment Manager.

CAS table state management
Three jobs are provided to manage CAS tables.

n Import cas-shared-default Public data

n Load cas-shared-default Public data

n Unload cas-shared-default Public data

You can schedule these jobs, but you cannot delete them, and you can modify the job options only on copies 
of the jobs. If you schedule one of these jobs and then make a copy of the job, only the job is copied, not any 
triggers that are associated with the job.

To access the Scheduling page, click  Scheduling in the SAS Environment Manager navigation menu.



Scheduling: How to (SAS Environment Manager)

Schedule a Job

1 On the Scheduling page, select a job in the Jobs table.

2 Click  in the toolbar or select Schedule from the pop-up menu.

3 (Optional) To run the job under credentials other than your own, in the Schedule Job window, specify the user 
ID under which the job should be run in the Run as field. Click to select from defined identities. The user that 
you select must have previously signed in to SAS since it was installed. 

4 Activate the Enabled control for one or more triggers in the Available triggers table. A trigger controls when 
the job runs. See “Create a Time Trigger” on page 2 to define a new trigger. You can use a trigger only 
with the job for which it was created. 

Note: Currently, Time Event is the only supported trigger type.

5 Click Save.

6 Verify that the listing for the job in the Jobs table contains a check mark in the Scheduled column.

Run a Job

1 On the Scheduling page, select a job in the Jobs table.

2 To run the job under your own credentials, click  in the toolbar or select Run from the pop-up menu.

3 To run the job under credentials other than your own, select Run As from the pop-up menu.

The Select Identities window appears, and you can select the user ID under which the job should run.

Note: The user ID that you select must have previously signed in to SAS.

You can run a job regardless of whether it has been scheduled.

Create a Time Trigger

1 In the Schedule Job window, click  above the Available triggers table.

2 In the New Trigger window, assign a name to the new trigger. 

3 Use the Frequency field to specify how often the trigger should be repeated (such as a specified number of 
minutes, hours, or days). 

4 Depending on your choice for the frequency interval, different fields appear in the window to enable you to 
completely specify a frequency for the trigger. For example, if you select Yearly in the Frequency field, you 
can specify a day of a month (such as the first of January), the last day of a month, or a specific weekday in 
a month (such as the third Thursday in February). If you specify Minutes in the Frequency field, you can 
specify that the job runs every 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 minutes. Use these fields to specify the criteria for the 
trigger interval.

Note: If you select Date List in the Frequency field, you cannot select a date more than once.
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5 In the Start time field, specify when the job schedule should start. Click the entry in the Start time field to 
select a time. 

For example, if you use the Frequency fields to specify that the job runs every hour, and you specify 10:15 
in the Start time field, the job runs at 10:15, 11:15, 12:15, and so on. If you use the Frequency fields to 
specify that the job runs every 20 minutes, and you specify 09 in the Start time field, the job runs at 9:00, 
9:20, 9:40, and so on.

6 Specify the time zone to use when evaluating the time for the trigger, and the date on which the trigger starts.

Note: If you choose Date List in the Frequency field, you must select the same value in the Time zone field 
for every scheduled date.

7 Specify when the trigger ends. You can specify that the trigger never ends, that it ends after a certain number 
of times, or that it ends on a specific date.

8 Click Save.

9 Repeat these steps to create other triggers for the job. 

Edit a Scheduled Job

After a job is scheduled, you can edit the schedule or the parameters for the job. Follow these steps:

1 Select a scheduled job in the Jobs table on the Scheduling page. Scheduled jobs with at least one enabled 
trigger contain a check mark in the Scheduled column. Scheduled jobs with disabled triggers contain a 
disabled icon  in the Scheduled column.

2 To modify the schedule for the job, click  or select Edit Schedule from the pop-up menu. In the Edit 
Schedule window, you can add, edit, and remove triggers for the job. Click Save when you have finished 
modifying the schedule

Filter the List of Jobs

Use the fields in the Jobs Filter area to narrow the list of jobs that are displayed in the Jobs table. You can 
specify a date range for when jobs were created and modified.

You can also use the Search Name field to search for a specific job name.

Jobs remain in the list on the Scheduling page unless you delete them.

Manage Jobs

Disable the Schedule for a Job

To prevent a job from running its defined schedule, you can either unschedule the job or disable the triggers. 
Unscheduling the job prevents the job from running on the defined schedule and also removes the triggers that 
are defined for the job. Disabling the triggers prevents the job from running the schedule, but preserves the 
defined triggers.

To unschedule a job, select a scheduled job in the Jobs table in the Scheduling window. Click  from the 
toolbar or select Unschedule from the pop-up menu.

CAUTION! When you unschedule a job, any enabled triggers that are associated with the job are deleted. To 
unschedule a job and keep the triggers, instead of selecting Unschedule, edit the schedule and manually disable the 
triggers. 
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To disable the triggers, select a scheduled job in the Jobs table in the Scheduling window. Click  from the 
toolbar or select Edit Schedule from the pop-up menu. In the Edit Schedule dialog box, disable all slider 
controls in the Enabled column of the Available triggers table. If you disable all triggers for a job, the disabled 
icon  appears in the Scheduled column of the Jobs table. A check mark appears in the column if any of the 
triggers for the job are enabled.

View Job Properties

To view properties for a job, select a job in the Jobs table and click  in the toolbar or select Properties from 
the pop-up menu. The information in the Job properties window is read-only.

Delete a Job

Jobs remain in the list on the Scheduling page unless you delete them. To delete a scheduled job, follow these 
steps.

1 Select a job in the Jobs table.

2 Click  in the toolbar or select Delete from the pop-up menu.

Note: You cannot delete any of the provided CAS table state management jobs (Import cas-shared-default 
Public data, Load cas-shared-default Public data, and Unload cas-shared-default Public data).

Scheduling: How to (Command Line Interface)

Run a Job

In order to run a job using the command-line interface, follow these steps:

1 Create a template file for the job definition. This file contains the fields that are needed for a job definition.

sas-admin job definitions generate-template --template-filename

Here is an example of the job definition template:

template:
{
    "name": "Replace with name of the Job Definition",
    "type": "Replace with type of the Job Definition",
    "code": "Replace with code of the Job Definition"
}

2 Modify the job definition template file to supply information for the job that you want to run.

3 Use the job definition file that you created in the previous step to create the job definition. 

sas-admin job definitions create --definition-filename

This command returns a URI for the job definition.

4 Create a template file for the job request. This file contains the fields that are needed for a job request.

sas-admin job requests generate-template --template-filename

Here is an example of the job request template file:

template:
{
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    "version": 0,
    "name": "Replace with name of the Job Request",
    "description": "Replace with description of the Job Request",
    "jobDefinitionUri": "(Mutually exclusive with Definition) Replace with uri to the Job Definition",
    "arguments": null,
    "properties": null
}

5 Modify the generated job request template file to supply information for the job that you want to run.

6 Use the job request file that you created in the previous step to create the job request. 

sas-admin job requests create --request-filename

The command returns an ID for the job request.

7 Execute the request. The job runs immediately.

sas-admin job requests execute --request-ID

Schedule a Job

In order to schedule a single job using the command-line interface, follow these steps:

1 Create a template file for the job definition. This file contains the fields needed for a job definition.

sas-admin job definitions generate-template --template-filename

Here is an example of the job definition template:

template:
{
    "name": "Replace with name of the Job Definition",
    "type": "Replace with type of the Job Definition",
    "code": "Replace with code of the Job Definition"
}

2 Modify the job definition template file to supply information for the job that you want to run.

3 Use the job definition file that you created in the previous step to create the job definition. 

sas-admin job definitions create --definition-filename

This command returns a URI for the job definition.

4 Create a template file for the job request. This file contains the fields needed for a job request.

sas-admin job requests generate-template --template_filename

Here is an example of the job request template:

template:
{
    "version": 0,
    "name": "Replace with name of the Job Request",
    "description": "Replace with description of the Job Request",
    "jobDefinitionUri": "(Mutually exclusive with Definition) Replace with uri to the Job Definition",
    "arguments": null,
    "properties": null
}

5 Modify the generated job request template file to supply information for the job that you want to run.

6 Use the job request file that you created in the previous step to create the job request. 
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sas-admin job requests create --request-filename

The command returns an ID of the job request.

7 Create a JSON file and include the time triggers for the job. See “Time-Based Triggers” on page 6 for 
information about defining the triggers.

8 Schedule the job, and specify the file that contains the time triggers. 

sas-admin job requests schedule --triggers-file

Scheduling: Command-Line Interface Reference

Time-Based Triggers

Use the following syntax when defining a time-based trigger to schedule a flow or a job.

Here is the general form of the syntax:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"recurrence-type"}, options,
                         "hours":hours, 
                         "minutes":minutes, 
                         "duration":duration, 
                         "timeZone":zone, 
                         "maxOccurrence":occurrences,} 
               } 
               ],

This list identifies the options that are used for each type of recurrence interval.

Minutes
Type
"type":"minutely"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many minutes pass between executions) For example, 
"skipCount":"15" specifies that the job runs every 15 minutes. Valid values are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 
12, 15, 20, and 30.

n minutes (specifies the offset from the beginning of the hour for when the executions start) The 
maximum value is skipCount-1. For example, "minutes":"10" specifies that the timing for 
skipCount starts at 10 minutes past the hour.

Here is an example that specifies a trigger that starts at six minutes past the hour, and then causes a job to 
run every 15 minutes (06, 21, 36, 51, and so on).

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"minutely"}, "skipCount":"15"} 
               "minutes":"6", } 
               ],
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Hours
Type
"type":"hourly"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many hours pass between executions) For example, "skipCount": 
"3" specifies that the job runs every 3 hours. Valid values are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12.

Here is an example that specifies a trigger that starts on June 13, 2018, and causes a job to run every 4 
hours:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"hourly","startDate":"2018'-'06'-'13", 
                    "skipCount":"4"}} 
               } 
               ],

Days
Type
"type":"daily"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many days pass between executions) For example, a value of 3 specifies 
that the job runs every 3 days.

n daysOfWeek (specifies the days on which the job runs ) For example, "daysOfWeek":"thursday" 
specifies that the job runs every Thursday. Valid values are names of days: monday–sunday.

Here is an example of a trigger:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"daily"}, "hours":"12","minutes":"0"} 
               } 
               ],

Weeks
Type
"type":"weekly"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many weeks pass between executions) For example, "skipCount": 
"3" specifies that the job runs every 3 weeks.

n daysOfWeek (specifies the days on which the job runs) For example, "daysOfWeek":"thursday" 
specifies that the job runs every Thursday. Valid values are names of days (monday–sunday).

Example:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
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               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"weekly"}, "startDate":"2017'-'08'-'15", 
"skipCount":"4", "daysOfWeek":"tuesday"} 
               } 
               ],

Months
Type
"type":"monthly"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many months pass between executions) For example, "skipCount": 
"3" specifies that the job runs every 3 months.

n daysOfWeek (specifies the days on which the job runs) For example, "daysOfWeek":"thursday" 
specifies that the job runs on Thursday. Valid values are names of days (monday-sunday). 
daysOfWeekand dayOfMonth are mutually exclusive. If daysOfWeek is specified, then 
occurrence is required.

n occurrence (used with daysOfWeek to specify the days on which the job runs) Valid values are first, 
second, third, fourth, and last.

n dayOfMonth (specifies the day of the month to run on. Valid values are 1–31. A value of 32 specifies 
the last day of the month. dayOfMonth and daysOfWeek are mutually exclusive.

Example 1:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"monthly"}, "startDate":"2017'-'05'-'14", 
"daysOfWeek":"sunday", "occurrence":"second"} 
               } 
               ],

Example 2:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"monthly"}, "dayOfMonth":"15"} 
               } 
               ],

Years
Type
"type":"yearly"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n skipCount (specifies how many years pass between executions)

n daysOfWeek (specifies the days on which the job runs) For example, "daysOfWeek":"thursday" 
specifies that the job runs on Thursday. Valid values are names of days (monday-sunday). 
daysOfWeek and dayOfMonth are mutually exclusive. If daysOfWeek is specified, then 
occurrence is required.
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n occurrence (used with daysOfWeek to specify the days on which the job runs) Valid values are first, 
second, third, fourth, and last.

n dayOfMonth (specifies the day of the month to run on) Valid values are 1–31. A value of 32 specifies 
the last day of the month. dayOfMonth and daysOfWeek are mutually exclusive.

n monthOfYear (specifies the month in which the job run)Valid values are january–december.

Example 1:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"yearly"}, "daysOfWeek":"friday", 
                  "occurrence":"last", "monthOfYear":"june"} 
               } 
               ],

Example 2:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"yearly"}, "dayOfMonth":"32", "monthOfYear":"may"} 
               } 
               ],

Specified dates
Type
"type":"dateList"

Options
n startDate (specifies when to start the recurrence)

n endDate (specifies when to stop the recurrence)

n array of dates in the form yyyy '-' mm '-' dd

Example:

"triggers":[
               {"type" : "timeevent", 
               "active":true, 
               "event": {"recurrence":{"type":"dateList"}, "2017 '-' 06 '-' 13", 
                  "2017 '-' 08 '-' 02", "2017 '-' 10 '-' 05"} 
               } 
               ],

For the "hours":hours parameter, specify a set of hours when the job runs. You can specify a list of hours 
separated by commas (1,2,3), a range of hours (2–4), a combination of a range and a list (1–3,5,7), or an 
asterisk to specify all hours. If you specify a recurrence of hourly, only the first value is used, and it must be 
equal to or less than the value of skipCount. If you specify a recurrence of minutely, the hours parameter is 
ignored.

For the "minutes":minutes parameter, specify a set of minutes when the job runs. You can specify a list of 
minutes separated by commas (0,10,30), a range of minutes (20–25), a combination of a range and a list (0,10–
15), or an asterisk to specify every minute. If you specify a recurrence of minutely, only the first value is used, 
and it must be equal to or less than the value of skipCount.

For the "duration":duration parameter, specify the number of minutes the event is to remain true.

For the "timeZone":zone parameter, specify the time zone to use when evaluating the time trigger. Specify 
the value using the Olson time zone database, in the form region/city. For example, America/New_York.
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For the "maxOccurrence":occurrences parameter, specify the maximum number of times the job can 
execute.

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2017, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. December 2017 3.3-P1:calscheduling
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